
COME is a common verb that we use in daily conversation, whether commenting 

on something or directing someone. 

The word COME can mean moving toward something, "COME here," traveling to a 

place, "They have COME from Germany," or reaching a specific state or condition, 

"The screws in the toy are COMING loose." 

Find the word in the vocabulary. COME is a verb. If you can't 

find COME, use the Word Finder feature to learn where it is. 

If it is not in the vocabulary, you may want to add it. 

Learn more about how your language system is 

organized with these guides. 
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Use COME in context and try to explain it at the learner's level. Modeling, 

touching the word in the vocabulary as you say it, may help. Here's an example: 

"COME is when something moves or goes away." 

Model the word throughout the day, touching COME in the vocabulary anytime 

"COME here." 

"COME over for dinner." 

"This shirt COMEs in different sizes." 

"Has the package COME?" 

"You start school COME September." 

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with COME. 

Activity: Travel and talk about where you've COME from. 

Activity: Dinner invites. "COME over this weekend." 

Activity: Training your dog to COME here. 

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure to wait and look at 

them so they know it is expected. 

For requests, "COME here." 

For questions, "Did it COME?" 
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